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Jets touch all bases 
Cheveldayoff fills three needs in free agency 
 
BY KEN WIEBE 
 
Historically, July 1 has been a day where Kevin Cheveldayoff has shown restraint. 
 
It's not like the Winnipeg Jets haven't kicked the tires on unrestricted free agents before, but 
more often than not, the prospect of overpaying a player or adding an additional year just to get 
a player to consider signing here simply wasn't often viewed as being worth the risk. 
 
Plenty of teams make huge financial mistakes that can set a franchise back once free agency 
opens and the Jets can't afford too many of those missteps. 
On Saturday, the Jets took two significant swings, landing players who fill important needs in 
goalie Steve Mason and defenceman Dmitry Kulikov. 
 
“Free agency is always an interesting time, it’s the trade-off between term and money, and 
money and term – and the combination of the two,” said Cheveldayoff. “Within our group we set 
some parameters on what we were looking at doing. For all the players that we got, especially 
the goalie and the defenceman, the term fits what we are looking to do. It was an important 
factor in our negotiations. 
 
“We like our young group, we like our veteran leadership and we just added to that.” 
 
Grabbing an experienced goalie to take over the No. 1 job was the Jets top priority, while 
bolstering the left side of the defence was next on the to-do list. 
 
Mason, a nine-year veteran, was a Calder Trophy winner and Vezina finalist during his brilliant 
rookie campaign with the Columbus Blue Jackets in 2008-09 and he brings stability to the 
position, even if he's coming off a disappointing year statistically. 
 
His body of work with the Philadelphia Flyers was solid and Mason is well equipped to help 
Connor Hellebuyck progress in his development. 
 
Kulikov is a strong skater who brings a physical element to the ice and figures to be nice fit as a 
partner for either Dustin Byfuglien or Tyler Myers, depending on what head coach Paul Maurice 
has in mind. 
 
For good measure, the Jets added a forward in Michael Sgarbossa that will battle for a spot on 
the fourth line and a few minor-league depth pieces in forward Buddy Robinson and 
defenceman Cameron Schilling that should help the Manitoba Moose and be options for recall. 
 
It's far too early to suggest the Jets hit a grand slam with the series of signings, but 
Cheveldayoff took an important step in working to augment a roster that's been the 
personification of draft-and-develop. 
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Mason is a proven starting goalie and has led his team to the playoffs on three occasions. 
 
He had significant interest from five teams, but ultimately locked in on Winnipeg. 
 
“I look at it as a great opportunity. Every goaltender wants to be a No. 1 goaltender and I think 
there's an opportunity here to work with Connor (Hellebuyck) and play lots of hockey,” said 
Mason. “Our goal is going to be able to provide the Jets with some real consistent, strong 
goaltending. Night in and night out, regardless of who is in the net. I definitely look at the 
Winnipeg situation as a spot where I can come in and help a team succeed, have a chance to 
play some hockey games and meaningful hockey games down the stretch and hopefully into the 
playoffs. 
 
“Look at the roster, it's definitely a playoff team in my eyes.” 
 
After playing in what has been a goalie graveyard in Philadelphia, Mason isn't going to shy 
away from high expectations or the microscope he'll be under. 
Kulikov also has high hopes and backed up his words with his actions, taking less money than 
he could have got somewhere else to sign with the Jets because he views them as a team on 
the rise. 
 
“Winnipeg is a team that I feel like, in the near future, could be contending for the Stanley Cup,” 
Kulikov said during a conference call from Boca Raton, Florida. “I'm excited to join. Like I said, it 
was a huge part of my decision. To join a team that's moving in the right direction in the very 
near future.” 
 
For a franchise that has yet to record a single win during the Stanley Cup playoffs, adding 
quality players at a reasonable term and dollar value this summer was a necessity. 
 
It's mission accomplished on that front, but the real work is simply beginning. 
 
“You don't make the playoffs on July 1,” said Cheveldayoff. 
 
No you don't, but a team can certainly help – or hurt – it's chances on July 1 and it's pretty clear 
the Jets roster is in much better shape than it was going into the weekend. 
 
Who's in 
G Steve Mason (Philadelphia Flyers) 
NHL stats: 463 GP, 200-177-63, 33 SO, 2.68 GAA, .911 save % 
Contract with Jets: two years with an AAV of $4.1 million 
 
D Dmitry Kulikov (Buffalo Sabres) 
NHL stats: 507 GP, 30 G, 113 A, 143 P, 326 PIM 
Contract with Jets: three years with an AAV of $4.33 million 
 
C Michael Sgarbossa (Florida Panthers) 
NHL stats: 48 GP, 2 G, 8 A, 10 P, 23 PIM 
Contract with Jets: one year, one-way $650,000 
 
LW Buddy Robinson (San Jose Sharks) 
NHL stats: 7 GP, 1 G, 1 A, 2 P, 6 PIM 
Contract with Jets: one year, two-way deal worth $650,000 in NHL 



 
D Cameron Schilling (Chicago Blackhawks) 
NHL stats: 6 GP, 0 G, 0 A, 0 P, 4 PIM 
Contract with Jets: one year, two-way deal worth $650,000 in NHL 
 
Who's out 
G Ondrej Pavelec (New York Rangers) 
D Paul Postma (Boston Bruins) 
D Mark Stuart (free agent after being bought out) 
D Brenden Kichton (Carolina Hurricanes)* 
RW Chris Thorburn (St. Louis Blues) 
F Alex Burmistrov (Vancouver Canucks) 
RW Anthony Peluso (Washington Capitals)* 
* Two-way deals 
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Mason is here to be the starter, but excited to mentor Hellebuyck...Where does 
Kulikov fit in?...Jets find depth in free agency...Former Jets find soft landing 
 
BY KEN WIEBE 
 
The most important job Steve Mason has is to stop the puck, though playing the role of a 
mentor to Connor Hellebuyck is something he openly embraces. 
 
After signing a two-year deal that carries an average annual value of $4.1 million on Saturday, 
there's no doubt Mason has taken over the starting role with the Winnipeg Jets. 
 
Hellebuyck won't be thrilled at becoming the backup, but it's important he leans on Mason as 
support when the new season begins. 
 
What's the most important thing when it comes to mentoring a goalie? 
 
“That’s the thing, I’ve never met Connor other than playing against him. So, there’s obviously 
going to be a little bit of a feeling out phase for ourselves and building a relationship,” Mason 
said during a conference call on Saturday from Oakville, Ont. “I believe having a good 
relationship with your goaltending partner is a must, so I think that’s something we’re going to 
have to start working at right from the start of training camp. Connor’s still a young goaltender, 
he’s had some success in the league but he’s also experienced some difficulties, which is a 
good thing. 
 
“I believe that when you find a way to come out of a tough situation, it makes you better. It 
makes you a better hockey player, makes you a better person. I’ve gone through some similar 
things as Connor may have experienced. And I believe I’m someone that can continue to help 
guide him through the early onset of his career and hopefully he’ll find working with me 
beneficial. I really believe my practice habits are extremely solid and hopefully he can see how I 
work in practice and maybe he can follow suit and help ourselves get better by pushing one 
another.” 
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With Mason coming on board, it will be interesting to see if the Jets try and move Michael 
Hutchinson or if they'll send him to the Manitoba Moose of the American Hockey League to 
share the crease with Eric Comrie. 
 
KULIKOV TO HELP PK 
There's been plenty of chatter about how the Jets need to both be more disciplined and do a 
better job on the penalty kill and newcomer Dmitry Kulikov believes he can help in that regard. 
 
“Definitely. They say smart players play on the penalty kill and I consider myself a smart player,” 
said Kulikov. “I feel like I've proven that in Florida. I've played on the penalty kill for most of my 
career in Florida and I enjoy it. I enjoy the challenge of playing against the best players on the 
other team.” 
Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff said he would leave it up to head coach Paul Maurice 
to decide where Kulikov slots in on the depth chart, though it wouldn't be surprising to see him 
end with either Dustin Byfuglien or Jacob Trouba. 
 
“There's many different combinations that Paul (Maurice) has now been able to begin thinking 
about,” said Cheveldayoff. “Who is going to have good chemistry? Three lefties, three righties. 
All the things that are (on) a coaches wish list when it comes to matching things up are there. I'll 
leave that to Paul. But I do know Dmitry's skill level, his skating level and he has the capacity to 
play a top-four role.” 
 
COMPETITION INCREASES 
The battle for the final few forward spots on the Jets roster this fall were already going to be 
filled with competition and that was before they signed Michael Sgarbossa to a one-year, one-
way contract worth $650,000. 
 
Sgarbossa, who turns 25 next month, split last season between the American Hockey League 
and the NHL and has two goals and 10 points in 48 games with the Panthers and Anaheim 
Ducks. 
 
A high-scoring junior who put up 47 goals and 102 points in 66 games with the Sudbury Wolves 
of the Ontario Hockey League before signing with the Ducks as an undrafted free agent, 
Sgarbossa is a natural centre who can also play left wing. 
 
Sgarbossa is expected to challenge for a spot on the fourth line. 
 
The Jets added another forward in six-foot-six, 232-pounder Buddy Robinson, who has 
appeared in seven NHL games but has spent most of his time in the AHL – where he's recorded 
59 goals and 123 points in 278 games. 
 
Later in the day, the Jets added depth defenceman Cameron Schilling on a one year, two-way 
contract that pays him $650,000 in the NHL. 
 
Schilling, 28, shoots left, has appeared in six NHL games with the Washington Capitals and has 
also appeared in 26 goals, 72 assists and 98 points in 355 games in the AHL. 
 
NEXT STOP FOR FORMER JETS 
A lot of former Jets found new locales in free agency on Saturday, including goalie Ondrej 
Pavelec, who split last season between the NHL and the minors. 
 



Pavelec, who turns 30 on August 31, signed a one-year, one-way deal with an average annual 
value of $1.3 million with the New York Rangers to serve as the backup for Henrik Lundqvist. 
 
Speaking of longtime Jets/Atlanta Thrashers, veteran forward Chris Thorburn is staying in the 
Central Division after signing a two-year deal with the St. Louis Blues that carries an average 
annual value of $900,000. 
 
The Blues were looking for some toughness after trading Winnipegger Ryan Reaves to the St. 
Louis Blues. 
 
Defenceman Paul Postma got a one-year, one-way deal with the Boston Bruins worth $725,000 
and Alex Burmistrov landed with the Vancouver Canucks on a one-year, one-way deal worth 
$900,000. 
 
Minor-league defenceman Brenden Kichton got a one year, two-way deal with the Carolina 
Hurricanes and is expected to play for the Charlotte Checkers of the AHL. 
 
Winnipegger Colin Wilson found himself on the move in a trade on Saturday as he was sent to 
the Colorado Avalanche by the Nashville Predators. 
 
Wilson, who was chosen seventh overall by the Predators in the 2008 NHL Draft and has two 
years left on his current contract, that carries an average annual value of $3.9 million. 
 
Winkler product Byron Froese signed a two-year, two-way deal with the Montreal Canadiens. 
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Jets fill net and bolster defence 
Team signs Mason, Kulikov in bid to address issues and become playoff 
contender 
 
By: Jason Bell 
 
The Winnipeg Jets made a pair of moves to address some high-priority issues for the club 
Saturday during the NHL’s free-agent frenzy. 
 
Historically, Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff hasn’t dipped into free agency much 
since the club arrived from Atlanta in 2011, but he dove in when the buzzer sounded at 11 a.m. 
CT, officially signing veteran goalie Steve Mason and left-shooting defenceman Dmitry Kulikov 
to multi-year contracts. 
 
Mason, 29, 6-4, 217 pounds, is a nine-year veteran who had a brilliant start to his career with 
the Columbus Blue Jackets before being dealt to the Philadelphia Flyers during the lockout-
shortened 2012-13 season. The Oakville, Ont., product, one of the big fish in net on the open 
market, signed a two-year deal with Winnipeg that carries an average annual value of US$4.1 
million. 
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In 56 games with the Flyers last year, Mason posted a 26-21-8 record, with a 2.66 goals-against 
average and a .908 save percentage. Over his career, spanning 463 games (446 starts), Mason 
has a 2.68 GAA and a .911 SP. 
 
Winnipeg also inked 26-year-old Kulikov, a 6-1, 205-pound blue-liner, to a three-year deal, with 
an average annual value US$4.33 million. The former first-round pick of Florida played six 
seasons with the Panthers and then skated with the Buffalo Sabres last season, scoring twice 
and adding three assists in just 47 games in a season plagued by back issues. 
 
Clubs could begin courting free agents last Sunday at midnight, but no deals could be made 
official until July 1. Cheveldayoff said the club checked a couple of critical boxes on Canada 
Day. 
 
"(It’s) an important day, addressing a couple of organizational needs that we had looked at and 
talked about," he said Saturday afternoon at Bell MTS Place. 
 
"Throughout the conversations, whether it was with Steve or with Dmitry, the prevailing theme 
was, we feel we’re ready to try and take the next step here and we want you guys to be a part of 
it. 
 
"(Players) all have decisions when you get to free agency. You’re not the only team that’s 
talking to them. They get to take a look at what’s under the hood of every team that does give 
them a call, and we’re thankful we were able to come to a conclusion on deals on both for 
them." 
 
The Jets bought out the final year of veteran defenceman Mark Stuart’s contract Friday to clear 
salary-cap space and open up a roster spot before Saturday’s signings. Winnipeg’s roster now 
has a salary cap hit of nearly US$64.4 million, about US$10 million off the ceiling. 
 
Playing in a passionate hockey market and getting a chance to be the go-to guy were the main 
considerations for joining the Jets, Mason said. 
 
"I look at it as a great opportunity. Every goaltender wants to be a No. 1 goaltender and I think 
there’s an opportunity here to work with Connor and play lots of hockey. Our goal is going to be 
able to provide the Jets with some real consistent, strong goaltending. Night in and night out, 
regardless of who is in the net," Mason said in a conference call. 
 
"I definitely look at the Winnipeg situation as a spot where I can come in and help a team 
succeed, have a chance to play some hockey games and meaningful hockey games down the 
stretch and hopefully into the playoffs. Look at the roster, it’s definitely a playoff team in my 
eyes. 
 
"For me, coming to Winnipeg, playing in front of a sold-out building every single night, I know in 
the past number of years coming into Winnipeg it’s always been a difficult spot for the 
opposition to play because of how intense of an atmosphere it is at the MTS Centre." 
 
Kulikov has played in 507 career NHL games, potting 30 goals and amassing 143 points. He will 
immediately get slotted into the club’s top-six on defence, possibly playing alongside Tyler 
Myers or Dustin Byfuglien. 
 



During his seven years with the Panthers, the Russian-born defender logged considerable ice 
time and played in all situations, a role he’s anxious to reclaim in Winnipeg — particularly 
offering aid to the Jets’ penalty kill. 
 
"Hopefully, I can take my spot as a steady defenceman playing against other teams’ top lines. I 
feel like talking to the coaches it will be a really good fit and just playing with great player, I feel 
like it’s going to be a huge opportunity for me and a huge chance to help out a great team," 
Kulikov said. 
 
"They say smart players play on the penalty kill and I consider myself a smart player. I feel like 
I’ve proven that in Florida. I’ve played on the penalty kill for most of my career in Florida and I 
enjoy it. I enjoy the challenge of playing against the best players on the other team." 
 
Mason is expected to split time in the crease with Connor Hellebuyck, who struggled at times 
last season after being pressed into the role of starter for a young and dynamic, but defensively 
challenged Winnipeg lineup. 
 
The Jets were one of five teams vying for his services, he said. 
 
Mason, who won the Calder Trophy as the league’s rookie of the year in 2009 when he played 
for the Blue Jackets, was looking for a starting gig and found it with Winnipeg, while mentoring 
Hellebuyck. 
 
Hellebuyck, a 24-year-old product of Commerce, Mich., recently completed his first full season 
with the Jets. In 56 games, he posted a 26-19-4 record with a 2.89 goals-against average, a 
.907 save percentage and four shutouts. 
 
Mason said he believes the new creasemates can really mesh and, ultimately, help each other. 
 
"That’s the thing, I’ve never met Connor other than playing against him, so there’s obviously 
going to be a little bit of a feeling-out phase for ourselves and building a relationship. I believe 
having a good relationship with your goaltending partner is a must, so I think that’s something 
we’re going to have to start working at right from the start of training camp," he said. 
 
"I’ve gone through some similar things as Connor may have experienced and I believe I’m 
someone that can continue to help guide him through the early onset of his career and, 
hopefully, he’ll find working with me beneficial. I really believe my practice habits are extremely 
solid and hopefully he can see how I work in practice and maybe he can follow suit and help 
ourselves get better by pushing one another." 
 
Mason said he knows centre Bryan Little, as both are represented by agent Anton Thun. He 
also played with winger Shawn Matthias on Canada’s gold-medal-winning world junior squad in 
2008. 
 
Winnipeg now has a pair of former Calder winners on the roster, including Myers, who won the 
trophy a year after Mason as a member of the Sabres. Mason said he’s a more complete goalie 
than the one who took the league by storm in 2008-09, recording a league-leading 10 shutouts 
and a 33-20-7 record. 
 
"I’ve talked about it with the Philadelphia press over the last number of years. They said, ‘Your 
Calder-winning (season) must be your best year of my career,’ and I really disagree," he said. 



 
"I really believe my game in the last number of years is 10 times better than it was in my first 
year. I believe my game has matured. I believe I read the game much better now than I ever did 
during my time in Columbus. I believe I have a lot to look forward to." 
 
The Central Division team also signed a pair of depth forwards — centre Michael Sgarbossa 
and left-winger Buddy Robinson — and minor-league defenceman Cameron Schilling, all to 
one-year contracts. 
 
In other free agent news, longtime Jets No.1 goalie Ondrej Pavelec signed a one-year deal with 
the New York Rangers to back up netminder Henrik Lundqvist, right-winger Chris Thorburn, who 
had been with the Atlanta/Winnipeg franchise since 2007, signed a two-year deal with St. Louis, 
defenceman Paul Postma is off to the Boston Bruins on a one-year deal and forward Anthony 
Peluso signed a one-year, two-way deal with Washington. 
 
Meanwhile, enigmatic former Jets forward Alex Burmistrov is poised to head to Vancouver on a 
one-year deal, while Ron Hainsey, an ex-Winnipeg defenceman who just won a Stanley Cup 
with Pittsburgh, is joining Toronto on a two-year deal. 
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STEVE MASON SIGNS WITH WINNIPEG 
 
Posted by Ken Brumberger  
 
When you’re a Jet… 
 
Steve Mason signed a 2-year, $8.2 million contract with the Winnipeg Jets today, officially 
ending his time in Philadelphia. 
 
The 29-year old Mason, who won the Calder Trophy in 2009 after his rookie season with the 
Columbus Blue Jackets, was originally acquired by the Flyers in April 2013 from the Blue 
Jackets for Michael Leighton and a 3rd round draft pick. Mason replaced Ilya Bryzgalov as the 
Flyers’ starter for the 2013-14 season, and was given a 3-year, $12.3 million contract following a 
strong first-round playoff performance. 
 
He became an unrestricted free agent at the conclusion of his contract, and his departure was 
not unexpected after the Flyers signed Michal Neuvirth to a 2-year extension late last season. 
 
Following Mason’s rookie season in Columbus, he was dogged by inconsistency behind the 
struggling Blue Jackets. His time in Philadelphia saw several improvements. With the help of 
then goalie coach Jeff Reese, he adopted a more simplified positional approach and reduced 
the size and fit of his leg pads, both of which allowed him to move more efficiently. 
 
Mason also reduced his use of a very predictable half-butterfly against breakaways, which this 
season helped the Flyers reverse several years of woeful shootout results. Finally, after a 
particularly difficult goal against the Penguins in October, Mason began to use a VH post-
integration technique on his glove side, replacing an RVH with which he had been consistently 
susceptible to low angle goals. 
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The Ontario native has for some time been a bit of an analytics darling, posting advanced 5-on-
5 metrics that place him in the upper tier of NHL goalies. By comparison, he has struggled 
somewhat in shorthanded situations, often becoming overly conservative in his depth as the 
offensive patterns in front of him become more complex. It will be interesting to see how this 
plays out in Winnipeg, where discipline has been an issue. 
 
Another factor to watch is his usage. The Jets were clearly disappointed with Connor 
Hellebuyck’s debut season, but will be looking for him to rebound. Eric Comrie will very likely 
continue his strong play in Manitoba, and soon may be pushing for a look at the NHL level as 
well. 
 
Mason’s performance has been strongest when he has been given the net and relied on game 
after game. He is prone to an occasional very poor outing, but he rarely went through prolonged 
slumps behind the Flyers’ inconsistent defense. 
 
Nonetheless, he was often replaced by Neuvirth for several games at a time, and struggled to 
excel when used intermittently. With Hellebucyk in the NHL and Comrie quickly developing in 
the AHL, Mason will have to expect that his usage may be variable. 
 
It’s unlikely that Winnipeg will be Mason’s last stop. Winnipeg’s young goalies will be ready to 
take over the crease soon. This season looks to be a chance for Mason to audition for his next 
employer. 
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Five good, five bad signings on NHL Free Agent Day 2017 
 
By Greg Wyshynski  
 
Fiscal sanity is boring. Favorable geography is boring. These are among the lessons learned on 
NHL Free Agent Day 2017, which saw more hometown discounts than home run contracts. 
 
Part of this was a lackluster field of difference makers, with a few exceptions. Part of this is the 
harsh education some teams have gotten, learning that unrestricted free agency is the devil’s 
tool. (Heck, even the Devils didn’t dabble too deep into it, and they’re terrible.) Part of this is due 
to the fact that veteran players can now sign low-dollar contracts because they’re flush with 
buyout money. 
 
Anyway, here are … 
 
The five best contracts from July 1 
 
(As of 6:30 p.m. ET.) 
 
5 – Benoit Pouliot, Buffalo Sabres 
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One of the best under the radar signings of the day. 
 
Look, he didn’t sign himself to a 5-year, $20 million deal with the Edmonton Oilers. They inked 
him, it didn’t work out, they ate the last two years of his contract and life goes on. 
 
So with that cash in pocket, he signs with the Sabres for $1.15 million for one season, which is 
an incredible bargain for a player who could slide in as a second line left wing and help on the 
power play. This is a guy that can get you around 0.60 points per game on average. As a 
replacement for someone like Marcus Foligno? That’s a stellar, short-term add. 
 
4 – Scott Hartnell, Nashville Predators 
 
Another example of a player with buyout money taking a low salary – though not the best 
example of it, as you’ll see – is Hartnell, who goes back to the Nashville Predators on a one-
year, $1 million deal. 
 
We discussed the particulars of this reunion earlier, but it boils down to having played for Peter 
Laviolette, having played with Ryan Johansen and played down the lineup in other roles, and 
giving the Predators a 100 PIMs guy if they need him to do the dirty work. He’s two years 
removed from 10 power-play goals as well. 
 
3 – Kevin Shattenkirk, New York Rangers 
 
Just to clarify: Yes, this is still the “best signings” list. 
 
I have no bloody idea why people are so down on this contract. OK, I do: There’s a bias against 
Shattenkirk for having the nerve not to be better than Alex Pietrangelo, and hence skating 
second-pairing minutes with the Blues; and he was noticeably bad in the playoffs for the 
Washington Capitals who, at last check, are a noticeably bad playoff team. Oh, and he’s an 
offensive defenseman not named Erik Karlsson and Brent Burns, so he’s automatically loathed. 
 
What Shattenkirk is: an elite puck-moving defenseman who is anything but a defensive liability. 
He doesn’t put up incredible 5-on-5 numbers, which is rightfully a criticism; but that’s conflated 
with not being good at 5-on-5, and he is: plus-368 in shot attempts over his last 208 games at 5-
on-5. 
 
But enough about the player. Let’s talk about the contract. 
 
The Rangers essentially deleted Dan Girardi and added Kevin Shattenkirk to their blue line, and 
they did so by essentially trading Derek Stepan at $6.5 million against the cap through 2021 for 
Kevin Shattenkirk at $6.65 million through 2021. 
 
And again: Four years! For the prize of free agency, because he wanted to play for his 
childhood team. Or because no one gave him seven. But regardless, four years! 
 
Look, maybe in three years we’re calling him a bust. Who knows? You can only judge a deal 
based on its merits, based on the marketplace and on context. And this is a winner today. 
 
2 – Mike Cammalleri, Los Angeles Kings 
 



The Kings needed two things entering July 1: more offense and cheap labor. They’ll get both 
from Cammalleri, who still has something to offer as a scorer. Plus, he’s played with Anze 
Kopitar before, as well as with Dustin Brown. He fits. 
 
But again: This is another “Brad Richards”-esque one-year, $1 million incentivized deal. GM 
Rob Blake said it himself: Cammalleri wasn’t even on their radar until the buyout from the New 
Jersey Devils. And then it was a slam dunk. Great move by the Kings. 
 
But not the best move of the day… 
 
1 – Justin Williams, Carolina Hurricanes 
 
Two years and $9 million for a guy who went over 20 goals in each of the last two seasons. 
 
Yes, he’s turning 36, but that’s why the ancillary benefits of having Williams on this team are so 
key: He’s played for Stanley Cup champions and has proven to be clutch in the playoffs, on a 
young team that needs that kind of sage in the room. Plus his name is on the Stanley Cup as a 
member of the Hurricanes. 
 
He was coveted by a few teams, including the Lightning, and this was a significant win for Ron 
Francis. Guess it helps when you’ve played with the guy. 
 
And now, sadly … 
 
The five worst contracts of July 1 
 
5 – Cam Fowler, Anaheim Ducks 
 
Not a UFA, but a contract signed on July 1 that kicks in for 2018-19. 
 
The Anaheim Ducks literally just went through a situation where long-term contracts given to 
their defensemen caused a near cap crisis and then they hand out an eight-year contract to 
Fowler with a $6.5 million cap hit. There was no need to do a max deal here. None. 
 
4 – Nate Thompson, Ottawa Senators 
 
This isn’t an egregiously bad contract. It’s just a nonsensical one given how the rest of the day 
went. 
 
No need for two years. No need to a give a 32-year-old depth forward $1.65 million a year on 
that term. Just silly is all. 
 
3 – Karl Alzner, Montreal Canadiens 
 
I hesitate to put there here, because I kind of like this move for the player and the team if Alzner 
needed a year to get over that sports hernia surgery and returns to basic competence as a 
defensive defenseman. But while you needed that fifth year to get to that $4.625 million hit in 
theory, this is still a player with some question marks getting a contract one year longer than 
Shattenkirk’s. 
 
2 – Dan Girardi, Tampa Bay Lightning 



 
It was bizarre how this two-year, $6 million deal was being praised by some, considering that 
nearly every other player who took a buyout signed a contract around $1 million in value. 
 
Girardi is 33 and a liability whose competence is entirely defined by his partner’s prowess. But 
Steve Yzerman says the Lightning have “their own analytics” on Girardi that will no doubt 
explain how he drags on possession like the anchor of an aircraft carrier. 

 
Finally… 
 
1 – Dmitry Kulikov, Winnipeg Jets 
 
That hearty laugh you heard during the afternoon of July 1 where Buffalo Sabres fans 
and media hearing about Kulikov getting a three-year deal worth $4.33 million annually 
from the Jets. 
 
Maybe this is a change-in-scenery type deal. Kulikov seems to believe so. The Jets 
better hope so, because he’s been abjectly terrible over the last few seasons. In what 
should have been a “show us” contract, the Jets went three years with him. So Happy 
Canada Day, or something. 
 
TSN.ca 
 
http://www.tsn.ca/nhl/video/will-mason-be-a-good-mentor-for-hellebuyck~1156974 (VIDEO 
LINK) 
 

Will Mason be a good mentor for Hellebuyck? 
 
Will the signing of veteran goalie Steve Mason cause friction in the Jets' locker room? Will he be 
a good mentor for Connor Hellebuyck? Jamie McLennan, Dave Poulin and Aaron Ward weigh 
in. 
 
Sportsnet.ca 
 
http://www.sportsnet.ca/hockey/nhl/july-1st-2017-likely-jets-best-free-agency-day-since-return-
nhl/ (VIDEO LINK) 
 

JULY 1ST LIKELY JETS BEST FREE AGENCY DAY SINCE RETURN TO NHL 
 
Sean Reynolds reports from Winnipeg where the Jets have had their best free agency day since 
their return to the league. 
 
MyToba.ca 
 
https://mytoba.ca/featured/new-goalie-winnipeg-jets/ 
 

New Goalie for the Winnipeg Jets 
 
By Scott Taylor 
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WINNIPEG, MB. – Steve Mason is the newest member of the Winnipeg Jets. 
 
The unrestricted free agent has agreed to terms with Winnipeg and is expected to sign a 
contract today. 
 
The 29-year-old goaltender has played the last four-plus seasons with the Philadelphia Flyers. 
Last season the Flyers were 39-33-10, 11th in the Eastern Conference. Mason was 26-21-8 
with a 2.66 goals-against average, a .908 save percentage and three shutouts in 58 games (54 
starts). 
 
He spent the past five seasons with the Flyers after being traded to Philly by the Columbus Blue 
Jackets on April 3, 2013. 
 
Connor Hellebuyck played in 56 games (53 starts) for Winnipeg last season. The Jets finished 
ninth in the West with a record of 40-35-7. Hellebuyck was 26-19-0 with a 2.89 goals against 
average and a .907 save percentage. 
 
Based on numbers alone, this is a wash. 
 
Mason was selected by the Blue Jackets in the third round (No. 69) of the 2006 NHL Draft. He 
went 33-20-7 with a 2.29 GAA, a .916 save percentage and a League-high 10 shutouts in 2008-
09 to win the Calder Trophy as the NHL rookie of the year and was named to the NHL Second 
All-Star Team that season. Playing at least 40 games, he has never matched that season since. 
 
In 463 games (445 starts), Mason is 200-177-63 with a 2.68 GAA and a .911 save percentage. 
He is 2-9 in 12 Stanley Cup Playoff games (11 starts). 
 
The Hockey News 
 
http://www.thehockeynews.com/news/article/jets-spend-big-to-land-kulikov-and-deal-has-
serious-boom-or-bust-potential 
 

JETS SPEND BIG TO LAND KULIKOV, AND DEAL HAS SERIOUS BOOM-OR-BUST 
POTENTIAL 
 
By: Jared Clinton 
 
Dmitry Kulikov struggled this past season, but that didn't stop him from cashing in as a free 
agent. The 26-year-old inked a three-year, $12.99-million deal with the Jets, and it's a contract 
that has boom-or-bust potential. 
 
Already with Dustin Byfuglien, Tyler Myers, Jacob Trouba, Josh Morrissey and Toby Enstrom on 
the back end, the Winnipeg Jets have thrown nearly $13 million at Dmitry Kulikov to bring yet 
another rearguard into the fold.  
 
Kulikov reportedly had more than a few suitors heading into free agency, but it was the Jets who 
scooped up the 26-year-old on a three-year deal that carries a $4.33-million cap hit, which is a 
significant amount of money to spend on a defender who, by all accounts, underperformed as 
he was set to become a free agent. 
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During the past season, Kulikov had what was undoubtedly the worst campaign of his eight-year 
NHL career, putting up just two goals and five points in 47 games with the Buffalo Sabres while 
averaging nearly 22 minutes per night. That can be partially blamed on injury, as he missed time 
with back and upper-body ailments, but there should still be concern. Primarily, that concern 
should come from the fact that Kulikov was absolutely caved in when it comes to the possession 
game. Despite splitting his zone starts rather evenly and taking minutes against one of the 
weaker levels of competition, Kulikov had the second-worst possession rate — 44.7 percent — 
and his relative Corsi For percentage was minus-3.2 percent. Only Rasmus Ristolainen, who 
was consistently up against the toughest competition and took a heavy slant of defensive-zone 
starts, fared worse. 
 
But Kulikov is going to be in a much different situation than he is used to in Winnipeg. Even if he 
is about to be paid like a top-four guy, the Jets’ top four is likely to consist of some combination 
of Byfuglien, Myers, Trouba and Enstrom, and Morrissey showed the potential to take top-four 
minutes this past season, as well. That could mean Kulikov is looking at potential to slide all the 
way down the lineup into the third pairing, taking some of the pressure off of the rest of the D 
corps to play massive minutes. Not only that, but a decreased role could come with a lesser 
level of competition for Kulikov. Facing weaker opponents, Kulikov has a chance to rediscover 
his form. 
 
What would that look like for Kulikov? Ideally, he would manage some of the offensive totals he 
has in the past, and a season that mirrors his 2014-15 campaign would be ideal. Then with the 
Panthers, Kulikov put up three goals and 22 points in 73 games. Six of those points came on 
the power play, and chances are Kulikov will get the chance to work with the extra man in 
Winnipeg, as well. 
 
That said, this contract may have more boom or bust potential than any other signed on July 1. 
If Kulikov hits, he has a chance to be a steady puck-mover who contributes on the power play. If 
he doesn’t, though, Kulikov’s salary will make him incredibly difficult to move in the future, and 
no matter how many teams may have been interested in him, it could be a deal that clogs the 
Jets’ cap situation for the next three years. 
 
http://www.thehockeynews.com/news/article/jets-needed-to-solidify-crease-and-may-have-
found-perfect-fit-in-mason  
 

JETS NEEDED TO SOLIDIFY CREASE AND MAY HAVE FOUND PERFECT FIT IN 
MASON 
 
By Jared Clinton 
 
The Jets needed help in goal in a big way and they've found it, signing Steve Mason to a two-
year, $8.2-million contract. 
 
The Winnipeg Jets had one of the league’s best attacks in 2016-17, a defense with two steady 
pairings at the top of the lineup, but goaltending that simply didn’t cut it. Winnipeg GM Kevin 
Cheveldayoff has gone out and addressed that issue on the opening day of free agency, 
however, with the signing of Steve Mason. 
 
Even before free agency had opened, it was reported that Mason, 29, was heading to Winnipeg, 
and the Jets made the inking official moments into signing season with a two-year, $8.2-million 
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deal, which leaves Cheveldayoff roughly $15-million to work with this off-season. The signing is 
a brilliant one for the Jets, too. 
 
This past season, Winnipeg had the seventh-best offense in the entire league, firing home 246 
goals, but the Jets were the only club with 230 or more goals for to have a negative goal 
differential. Between Connor Hellebuyck, Michael Hutchinson, Ondrej Pavelec and Eric Comrie, 
Winnipeg had the third-worst overall save percentage at .900 and an awful .916 SP mark at 5-
on-5, which was the fourth-worst of any team in 2016-17. 
 
Some may wonder how Mason, who is coming off of his worst year as a Flyer, managing a .908 
SP, 2.66 goals-against average and 26-21-8 record in 58 games, is going to help turn the Jets’ 
goaltending situation around, but it’s a look beyond his most recent numbers that is most telling 
about how Mason can solidify the crease in Winnipeg.  
 
In the three years prior in Philadelphia, Mason pieced together a 74-55-28 record, .921 SP and 
2.43 GAA, not to mention 11 shutouts. But a much better indication of Mason’s quality over the 
past few seasons are his 5-on-5 numbers. Mason isn’t often mentioned in the same category as 
the top-calibre goaltenders in the league, but of the 58 goaltenders to play at least 3,000 
minutes at 5-on-5 over the past four seasons, Mason’s .931 SP is the fourth-best in the entire 
league. The only netminders who have been better are Carey Price (.938 SP), Scott Darling 
(.933) and Braden Holtby (.932). That’s impressive company to be keeping. 
 
That’s not to say the Mason signing doesn’t come without its questions. More specifically, it’s 
worth wondering what this means for the future of Hellebuyck and Hutchinson. 
 
For the past few years, Hellebuyck has been touted as the future in goal for Winnipeg, and the 
expectations grew after he turned in a .918 SP in 26 appearances in 2014-15. Unfortunately, he 
took a significant step backwards this past season, managing a mere .907 SP in 53 outings for 
the Jets. But Winnipeg hasn’t given up on Hellebuyck. The 24-year-old is a restricted free agent 
in line for a new deal, and the addition of Mason is simply a way to give Hellebuyck some 
support as he continues to grow into his role as Winnipeg’s No. 1 netminder. 
 
The same can’t be said for Hutchinson, however. The 27-year-old has one year and $1.15-
million left on his contract, but it’s unlikely he remains up with the big club now that Mason is in 
town. There are a few options for Hutchinson, including a demotion to the AHL’s Manitoba 
Moose, but Cheveldayoff could look into potential interest in the netminder on the trade market. 
He’s had a poor season, but he’s a capable and young enough backup that he could bring value 
to another club. 
 
No matter how the goaltending situation shakes out, though, Mason provides a quality upgrade 
and creates a solid one-two punch that should be able to right the ship in the Jets’ crease. 
 
Canadian Press 
 
https://ca.sports.yahoo.com/news/winnipeg-jets-agree-terms-goaltender-
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Winnipeg Jets agree to terms with goaltender Steve Mason on two-year deal 
 
By The Canadian Press 
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WINNIPEG — Steve Mason is ready to be the Winnipeg Jets' starting goaltender and a mentor 
to young netminder Connor Hellebuyck. 
 
The nine-year veteran signed a two-year deal with the Jets that pays the former Philadelphia 
Flyers' starter an average annual salary of US$4.1 million. 
 
"I'll be in a Canadian market now, which is something that ever since I started playing is 
something I always dreamed about," Mason said in a conference call from his hometown of 
Oakville, Ont. 
 
Winnipeg also addressed a need on defence, signing left-handed shooter Dmitry Kulikov to a 
three-year contract worth $4.3 million per season. The native of Lipsetsk, Russia, has played 
507 NHL games, spending his first seven seasons with Florida and last year with Buffalo. 
 
The 28-year-old played only 47 games with the Sabres because of a back injury suffered in the 
pre-season. 
 
"Winnipeg is a team that I feel like in the near future could be contending for the Stanley Cup 
and I'm excited to join," Kulikov said in a call from Boca Raton, Fla. 
 
Mason said five teams were interested in his services as he entered free agency for the first 
time in his career. He's played 463 NHL games, posting a 200-177-63 record with 33 shutouts. 
His NHL career began in 2008-09 with the Columbus Blue Jackets and he was shipped to 
Philadelphia before the 2013 trade deadline. 
 
The former Calder Trophy winner said he should be able to help Hellebuyck, who was given 
Winnipeg's starting job in only his second season last year after veteran goalie Ondrej Pavelec 
was sent to the AHL following training camp. Pavelec signed a one-year deal with the New York 
Rangers Saturday. 
 
"He's had some success in the league, but he's also experienced some difficulties, which is a 
good thing," Mason said of Hellebuyck. 
 
"I believe that when you find a way to come out of a tough situation, it makes you better, makes 
you a better hockey player, makes you a better person, and I've gone through some similar 
things as Connor may have experienced and I believe that I'm somebody that can continue to 
help guide him through the early onset of his NHL career and, hopefully, he'll find working with 
me beneficial." 
 
Winnipeg's 87 points (40-35-7) last season was the second highest since the franchise 
relocated from Atlanta in 2011, but the Jets missed the playoffs for the fifth time in six seasons. 
 
Hellebuyck went 26-19-4 with a 2.89 goals-against average and .907 save percentage. The 24-
year-old was backed up by third-year Michael Hutchinson (9-12-3). Pavelec was called up in 
January and played eight games (4-4) before getting injured and never returning. 
 
The 29-year-old Mason played 58 games last season for the Flyers, putting up a 26-21-8 record 
with three shutouts, a 2.66 goals-against average and .908 save percentage. He said he thinks 
he's just entering the prime of his career and that the Jets are on the rise. 
 
"I believe that I can be a piece that helps get this team over the hump here," he said.  



 
Winnipeg general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff said it was important to get the right term of 
contracts with Mason and Kulikov, as the Jets paid $4 million in performance bonuses last 
season and "we're a cap team here now." 
 
He also described Mason as being "in the prime" of his career and said Kulikov could play a 
"top-four role" on defence. 
 
"I think we should focus on the now," Cheveldayoff said at a press conference. "These deals 
were about the now. They're not necessarily about where we're going to be as we move 
forward." 
 
The Jets also signed a pair of forwards, Michael Sgarbossa and Buddy Robinson, as well as 
defenceman Cameron Schilling. 
 
Sgarbossa is a 24-year-old from Campbellville, Ont., who played nine NHL games with Anaheim 
and 29 with the Panthers last season. New Jersey native Buddy Robinson, 25, skated in four 
games with the Ottawa Senators before being traded to San Jose in January and sent to its 
AHL club. Schilling is from Indiana and has six NHL games with Washington in five years. 
 
www.winnipegjets.com 
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Mason hoping to help the Jets take the next step 
Goalie signed a two-year deal with a $4.1M AAV early on July 1 
 
by Ryan Dittrick @ryandittrick / WinnipegJets.com 
 
WINNIPEG - It's all about the now. 
 
While it didn't take long for the Winnipeg Jets to make a splash on the open market, doing so 
not only shored up a couple of key roles on the playing roster, they also made a statement to 
the fans and their peers in the process after a week of intense negotiation. 
 
They're ready to take the next step. 
 
Shortly after the gates (officially) opened at 11:00am central time, the Jets made the first of five 
announcements on the day, confirming that goaltender Steve Mason had signed a two-year 
contract with an average annual value of $4.1 million. 
 
Mason, who had as many as five other teams inquire with him and his agent during the 
'courting' period, said the decision to sign in Winnipeg was an easy one after speaking with 
General Manager Kevin Cheveldayoff earlier this week. 
 
"I'm really looking forward to coming back to Canada after being in the States to start my career, 
coming back to a Canadian city that obviously lost their franchise for a number of years and was 
able to get a team back. Just the passionate fan base that they have has made it real 
attractive," Mason said over the phone only minutes after the deal was announced. 
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The feeling was mutual. 
 
The bottom line, Cheveldayoff said, was that they needed a guy to come in and help the Jets 
win right now. 
 
That made the two-year term a good fit for both sides.   
 
"I had a really good conversation with Chevy, Paul Maurice, Wade Flaherty, and we were very 
open about what we expected from each other and I think it is going to be a really good fit 
moving forward here. … When you look at the roster from top to bottom and you see the names 
that are on it, what this team is going to be capable of, I'm glad to be a part of it." 
 
Mason added that the "intense" atmosphere inside Bell MTS Place was a major selling point, 
and that as a Canadian kid, being back on home soil was something he'd always dreamed 
about from the moment he entered the league. 
 
"Winnipeg has always been a difficult spot for the opposition with how intense of an atmosphere 
it is," he said. "There are only a handful of arenas that are actually intimidating for players to 
come into. One being Philadelphia, and I've obviously experienced that, and Winnipeg is 
another. Coming out as the home team, you have the advantage. 
 
"One of the best things about hockey is playing in front of sold-out crowds. Going to Winnipeg 
where you can count on a sold-out building every single night, having a passionate fan base 
that is going to back the team, you look at the roster and it's a great team already and I just 
hope I can be another piece of the puzzle." 
 
Mason had a 26-21-8 record, along with a 2.66 goals-against average, a .908 save percentage 
and three shutouts in 58 appearances last year. During the 2014-15 campaign, he tied a career 
high in wins with 33, and set new personal bests in both GAA (2.25) and save percentage (.928) 
over a full year. 
 
Additionally, Mason won the Calder Trophy as the NHL's top rookie with the team that drafted 
him, the Columbus Blue Jackets, in 2008-09. 
 
In his career, the Oakville, Ontario native has a 200-177-63 record and a .911 save percentage, 
putting him in the top half of active NHL goalies with a significant (>100 NHL games) body of 
work. 
 
"I've been in the league for nine years now, and every year my game has grown," Mason said. "I 
believe at 29 years old I'm just entering the prime of my career and working with Wade, I think 
will help grow my game even more. I believe I can be an integral part to helping this team win 
hockey games. I can come up with big saves that can help us win on any given night." 
 
Cheveldayoff agrees, but would not speculate about whether or not Mason will get the bulk of 
the work next year. Twenty-four-year-old Connor Hellebuyck is still very much in the plans, and 
will get every opportunity to succeed after an up-and-down rookie campaign. 
 
"He had 26 wins last year and that's nothing to sneeze at," the GM said. "We've got tremendous 
depth and competition now at that position." 
 



Mason and Hellebuyck will have to work together and push each other throughout the upcoming 
season as the Jets hope to improve their results between the pipes after finishing 28th in team 
save percentage with a .900 mark just last year. 
 
"There's going to be a little bit of a feeling out phase, but that will come," Mason said. 
 
"Having a good relationship with your goaltending partner is a must. (Hellebuyck) a good 
goaltender but he's had some challenges and, honestly, that's a good thing. When you come 
out of tough situations, it makes you better in the long run. I've gone through some of the same 
things that Connor may have experienced and I think I can help guide him through and come 
out the other side. My practice habits are solid and hopefully he can see that, maybe even 
follow suit, and help push each other." 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/news/kulikov-excited-to-join-jets-blue-line/c-290265776 
 

Kulikov excited to join Jets blue line 
26-year-old signs three-year contract on opening day of free agency 
 
by Mitchell Clinton @MClinton007 / WinnipegJets.com 
 
WINNIPEG - Dmitry Kulikov had never been a free agent at any point in his career, and he 
thought the process would take a lot longer than it did. 
 
But the Winnipeg Jets wouldn't let that happen. 
 
"From the time I started talking to them, I felt in my gut that I think Winnipeg is the right fit for 
me, and I should be a Jet," Kulikov said via a conference call from Boca Raton, Florida. 
 
"Looking at the roster and the players that we have, it's an impressive group." 
 
The 26-year-old from Lipetsk, Russia put his name to a three-year contract with an average 
annual value of $4,333,333 on Saturday, just hours after the NHL's Free Agency period opened 
up. 
 
But it wasn't only Jets General Manager Kevin Cheveldayoff and management making the pitch 
to the left-handed defenceman. Captain Blake Wheeler and Mark Scheifele had a little 
something to do with it as well. 
 
"I know Scheifele from a couple summers ago. I trained with him in Canada. I skated with 
Wheeler this summer a couple times," Kulikov said. "They played a big role in my decision. 
They pretty much sold me on Winnipeg and talking about how good the team is and how good 
the guys are in the locker room." 
 
Kulikov has played in 507 career NHL games, scoring 30 goals and 143 points during that time. 
The majority of those came over seven seasons with the Florida Panthers between 2009 and 
2016. 
 
From there, Kulikov played the 2016-17 season with the Buffalo Sabres. He played in 47 
games, hampered by a back injury he sustained after getting hit into an open bench door. 
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"Our trainers talked to the trainers in Buffalo and went through how he dealt with it, what he did, 
and his recovery time period. Ultimately, everyone felt comfortable," said Cheveldayoff. "He's 
skating on a regular basis with Blake Wheeler in Florida. At the end of the day, we've had guys 
that have had injuries and they heal over the summer, or they do the proper therapy to make 
sure they're strong in the areas that they need to be, and we feel comfortable there." 
 
Cheveldayoff said the team was confident in the group of defencemen the Jets had on the 
roster heading into last season, but never got to see them all together, especially with the 71 
games Tyler Myers missed. 
 
But the addition of Kulikov makes that group of blue liners even better heading into 2017-18. 
 
"The depth of our defence is certainly greatly increased today with Dmitry," said Cheveldayoff. 
"We have three unbelievable right shot defensemen. Now with Toby and Dmitry, that gives us 
two experienced left shot defensemen - and the sky is the limit for (Josh) Morrissey." 
 
Over the course of his eight-year NHL career, Kulikov continued to improve his defensive game. 
It was something he felt he needed to focus on, after he registered 62 points in 57 games with 
Drummondville of the QMJHL. 
 
"Learning from my team and coaches, it was take care of your own end first, and the offense will 
come from there," said Kulikov. "I feel like that's been my motto and I've excelled at playing in 
my own zone. I'm trying to add an offensive part to my game that's kind of been forgotten over 
the years." 
 
Kulikov has experience playing on the penalty kill as well, and enjoys the challenge of going 
against the top players in the NHL. Now, he's relishing the opportunity to help the Jets return to 
the playoffs for the first time since the 2014-15 season. 
 
"I can tell you from the time I was in Florida, it was always hard to play in Winnipeg when they 
were playing in front of their own crowd," he said. "I made a decision to join the team because I 
feel like they are the team that has all the pieces and they are moving in the right direction. It's 
an exciting future for this organization and I'm happy to be a part of it." 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/cheveldayoff-press-conference/t-277437442/c-52375503 
(VIDEO LINK) 
 

Cheveldayoff press conference 
 
GM Kevin Cheveldayoff addresses the media after signing Steve Mason, Dmitry Kulikov, 
Michael Sgarbossa, Buddy Robinson and Cameron Schilling 
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